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A.
ADDRESS of Britannia to king
George III. 72
of the city, on the royal nuptials, 229
of France on concluding the treaty of Nimeguen, 289 — Of Oxford
and Cambridge on the fame, 230
Administration, character of a good one, 402
Advice to a queen, 217
Affection renewed, or the return of
love, 52
Affluence, on the various uses of, 118
Allies and French, cause of the flow-
nels of, 489
Allen capt. tryal of at a court martial, 86
Alps, observations in a delightful jour-
ney in, 75
Amber yellow, efficacy of, 441
America North, necessity of another
boundary in, 522
Anatelle's crime, manner of, 250
Antimony, observations and experi-
ments on, 36
— experiments on, 126
Auge, the peasant, an oriental tale, 104

B.
BATCHELORS, a tax upon, how
to be applied, 418
Belles Lettres, introduction to the study of, 63, 129, 211, 362, 581
Belleisle, return of the killed & wound-
ed at, 179
— bad state of the troops at, 374
— strait, melancholy state of some
fisheemen in, 237
Berlin, remarkable paintings erected in
the garrison church of, 470
Bible, ignorant expositors of, discour-
raged, 55
Birds feathers, method of making pic-
tures of, 53
Births, deaths, marriages and promo-
tions, 90, 186, 283, 471
Books published, account of, 365, 455
559
Brandenburg New Marche, proceed-
ings of the Ruffians in, 365
Britain Great, observations and reflec-
tions on the conduct of, 530
British maidens, petition of to their
queen, 417
Broglie M. and Granby M. remarkable
army between, 469 — M. Brog-
lie's retreat, 470
—and Germain St. difference be-
tween, 490
Brunswick, account of the siege of, 368
Buffo M. the French minister, depart-
ure of, 282
Butterfly, wings, way to make pic-
tures with, 44
CAROLINA, effects of the terri-
ble whirlwind at, 89
Champion's
INDEX.

Champion's challenge, ceremony of, 106
Chinese proverbs, collection of, 552
Child-church tenor scholar, speech of to their majesties, 447
Claims, proceedings of the court of, 179
——, at both theatres, 347
Clergymen of the country, ill example of some, 37
Cod-fishery, estimate of the value of, 582
Coffee-houses, rules necessary to be observed in, 549
Colberg, the siege of raised, 468
——, description of, &c. 554
Corbach, account of the battle of, 490
——, hereditary P. wounded at, 491
Cork, happy effects of, 278
Coronation, proclamation for celebrating, 87
——, common councilman's account of, 264
——, extract of the sermon preached at, 357
Corfican malecontents, Genoese tired of the war with, 84
Coughs and fevers in children, recipes for, 411
Courageux French man of war taken by the Brilliant, account of, 278
Credit public, anecdote of the life of, 555
Crighton James, famous account of, 50
Curfing and swearing, some considerations on, 202
Cuff John Sir, speech on presenting the bill for her majesty's dowry, 565
Cygaet frigate, success of, 278
D.

DANIELS Thomas, condemned for the supposed murder of his wife, case of, 544
Demonstrations of public joy, inconveniences of, 217
Dneckenir Kirch, battle of, 33
——, Wedderburn major, his particular of the same, 34
—— battle of, published by authority, 18
Dominique in the West Indies, account of the taking of, 11
Dream of an old maid, 417
Dress, historical remarks on, 871

Dresden, account of the siege of, &c. 408

E.

EDUCATION modern of the fair, how agreeable to marriage, 557
Embden, French take possession of, 367
Enchantments of opinion, 127
Entertainment of the lord mayor of London to their majesties described, 443
Ermpöling, surprize and defeat of M. Glaubk at, 491
Essay on the governing Providence of God, 502
Evils political, account of, 67
Example, the prevalent force of, 168
Examiner, proposals for reprinting, 493

F.

FERDINAND prince, operations of, 178
—— compliment to his soldiers, 10.
—— intended surprize on M. Chabo, 469
Flame under water, method for preventing, 457
France, humorous advantages of a peace with, 19
—— peace with, at a great distance, 54
—— and Spain, the proper object of the present war with, considered, 505
—— and Spain, treaty of friendship concluded between the kings of, 511
French nation, services performed by Q. Elizabeth to, 156
—— terms offered by for a separate peace, 388
—— Others by England, 350
—— Final preparations, 395
—— Treaty broke off, 396
—— fills, greatest seizure of, 278
—— nation, estimate of the manners of, 349
—— memorial, distinct view of relative to war and peace, 385
—— Subsistance of their first declaration in regard to their allies, ib
—— Congress agreed to, and ambassadors nominated, 348
—— for terminating differences with Spain, 390
Pitt's spirited letter of the occasion.

Fuen.
INDEX

Fuentes count de (Spanish ambassador) note to the E. of Egremont, before his departure for Spain, translation of, 513.—The earl of Egremont's answer, 514

GENIUS, Gubbins Mr. complaint to, 60
George king III. Britain's address to, 72
— coronation of 286
— II. state of commerce, &c. in the reign of 384
German war, occasional thoughts on, 533
Germany, anecdotes relative to our affairs in, 457
Glatt taken by the Austrians, 406
God, the governor of Providence, in, 502
Good Hope Cape of, arrival of the astronomers at, 179
Gout, of the use of wine for relieving, 169
Grant col expeditions against the Cherokee, particular detail of, 274
Gunpowder, use of for extinguishing fires, 74

HANOVER, M. Broglio's declaration to the regency of, 442
Hazakin, king of Ganza, an oriental tale, history of, 56
Helena St. English astronomers arrive from, 369
Hemlock, cafe of a gentleman who experienced the good effects of, 302
Henry VII. K. instructions given by to his ambassadors, 65
Henry prince of Brunswick, death of, 177
Hooping-cough, particular directions for the management of, 413

INDIA, account of the company's settlements in, 59
Indies East, surrender of Mihie in, 180
— defeat of the mogul in, 370
— Weft, gigantic race of men in, account of, 240
Inoculation, pathetic prayer proper to be used before, 41
Ireland, account of a tour thro' 234, 342
—— nation, description of the manners and customs of
— establishment, amount of the pensions on, 475

JAMAICA, insurrection entirely quelled at, 85
Juxton Wm. Dr. bishop of Canterbury, life of, 142
Jesuits, proceedings of the French parliament against, 485

KONGO in Africa, account of the customs, &c. of the inhabitants of, 431

LAW-CASE remarkable, how decided, 239
Letter from Weatherwife, 14
— from a young gentleman on his travels, 16, 151, 237, 306
— translation of gen. Lally's to M. Raymond, French resident at Pallavicini, 31
— from Rome, with observations on the paintings in the Vatican, 142
— to the author of the essay on marriage, 265
— from the London Chronicle, 305
— from a gentleman to his friend in the country, describing the entertainment of the lord mayor of London to their majesties and royal family, 443
— of advice to the young woman at Gloucester, that got portions on the marriage of the king, 470
— from M. Vaudreuil, relative to the limits of Canada, 505
Lewis Dr. his remarks on water, 267
Life, general anecdotes on, by the observer, 5, 113, 248, 389
—— essay on the anxieties and troubles of, 417
London, character of the bishop of, 74
—— Edward prince, speech to the lord mayor of, 87
—— directions to prevent catching cold at, 423
Lyra, a comedy, account of, 530

MACKENZIE James Dr. some account of, 483

Mackins, Mr. complaint to, 60

Magdalen...
INDEX.

Magdalen charity, account of, 149
M'Naughton John, Esq; for the murder of Miss Knox, actt. of, 538
Magnetic needle, the effects of too low on, 263
Malickmaksir, K. of 'Carisize, history of, 204
Maligno Michael, Jesuit, burnt at Lisbon, 371
Malta, history of the knights of, 23, 119, 244, 344
Mankind, perfidy of in deluding the fair, 162
Marmotte, the natural history of, 429
Maffiere of the Dutch at Ceylon, 471
Marronstry, modern education of the fair, how agreeable to, 557
Mecklenbourg, account of the house of, 17
Minister, charges against the late, from a variety of letters, 541. — Arguments in his favour extracted from other papers, 543
Mirror for the clergy, 168
Miry human, reflection upon, 57
Montague Charles, earl of Halifax, life of, 97
Montreal, French army march from, 320
Music, an essay on the science of, 10
N.
NAPLES, Henry VII. instructions to, concerning a comfort, 65
Negotiation, sentiments relative to the late, 519
Nineguen treaty, address of France in concluding, 289
Nuptials royal, city address on, 229
O.
Oil, trials, process for refining, 414
Opinions, the enchantment of, 127
Oberleins, influences of the strength of, 210
Osenbein count, anecdote of, 553
Oxford and Cambridge addresses on the royal nuptials, 230
P.
PARIS, parliament of, proceedings of against the Jesuits, 185
Parliament, history of the secessions of, 41, 131, 256, 347, 425, 494
Parliaments, proclamation for the meeting of, 281
— new, his majesties speech to both houses of, 410
Palladin and Marzario, a dialogue between, 171
Peace, Europe's address to, 75
—, enquiring treaty of, how concluded, 125
—, a discourse on, 157
Perfidy of mankind in deluding the fair, 162
Perrott John, a bankrupt, proceedings against, 448, 523
Petition of the British maidens to the queen, 417
Pitt Mr. particular account of the resignation of, 293
—, resolution of the city of London, on account of, 372
—, heads of the principal arguments for and against, &c, 396
Pleasant general, Ruthian magazines destroyed by, 386
POETRY. The conflagration, 81
Pole cardinal, life of, 193, 307
Political print, hints to an engraver for, 406
Pondicherry, col. Coope's account of the taking of, 26
—, Lally M. proposals for the delivery of the garrison of, 47
—, colonel Coope's answer to ditto, 26
—, articles proposed by the Jesuits
INDEX.

fruits of, 29
——, return of the bras, iron ordnance, &c. at the taking of, ib. 32
——, Stevens, rear admiral, account of the taking of, ib. 30
Portrait of a great minister, 340
P—— C——, particulars of what passed at, concerning a late resignation, ib. 518
Proud man, the character of a, 440
Prussia, public credit, the, list of, 518
Public credit, the state of the English queen, historical account of, ib. 322
Queen, historical account of the arrival of, R. 220
Receipt for composing a love letter, 233
Recipes for coughs and fevers in children, 411
Richelieu cardinal, testament political, anecdotes from, ib. 165
Rome, particular account of two extraordinary old men at, 273
Rural life, similar to the manners of the town: from the Genius, R. 122
Ruffian fleet, Colberg relieved in the absence of, ib. 468
Sardinia and Denmark, preparations making by, 369
Schweidnitz surprized by gen. Lau- dohn, account of, 367
Self-murder, a specific for preventing, 356
Sentiments relative to the late negotiation, Sillery, battle of, 519
Smith, battle of, 321.—Gen. Murray defeated, ib. 341
Simples, of the duration and cure of, 155
Snuff, cautions against the immoderate use of, 38
——, the advantages arising from taking of, ib. 111
——, remarks on Dr. Hill’s cautions against, 153
Soap, a recipe for making it without boiling, 539
Soliloquy of Thirza the wife of Abel, 487
Solitude, its effects remarkably digested, 163
Sore-throat putrid, treatise on 462
Spain, rupture with fallacious, 84
——, of the land forces of, and her interests with regard to Portugal, 481
——, his majesty’s declaration of war against, 516
Spanish navy in 1759, list of, 486
——, memorial presented by M. Buffon in regard to, 368
——, ambassador’s note to the Earl of Egremont, 513.—The answer, 514
Speech of the senior scholar of Christ church to their majesties, ib. 447
Spanish church to their majesties, ib. 447
—— of gen. York to the States General, 111.—States answer, 148
—— of Sir John Cuth, on presenting the bill for her majesty’s dower, 565
Stade, a journal of the voyage to, 207
Stanhope Thomas Sir, proceedings of, 181
Sulphur burnt in hogheads for preserving wine, discovery of the true reason of, ib. 339
Swift dean, anecdote of, 553
T.
Tale of Aoguo the peasant, 104
——, Haaklin king of Ganza, 56
——, of Malicknazir king of Crasina, 204
—— of Zelim and Selena, 241
Tallow effects of on the magnetic needle, 203
Tax upon batchelors how to be applied, 418
Taylor Dr. account of the new life of, 351
Temple William Sir, excellent remarks of
INDEX.
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ADDRESS of the hon. house of commons to the king, 381. — His majesty's answer, 477. — Commons address his majesty's answer, 478. — Lord lieutenant, 382. — of the county. Most to their representatives, 95. — of Presbyterian ministers to his majesty, 188. — of Trinity College, to the king, 375. — of Antrim, to their representatives, 190.

B.

BALLINASLOE fair, price of wool at, 93. Births, deaths, marriages and promotions, 96, 191, 286, 384, 575.

C.

CORE, nature of his late majesty erected at, 93. — city, freedom of presented to lord Loftus, 285.

D.

DUBLIN, resolutions of the sheriffs and commons of, 94. — city, address of to his majesty, 187, 374. — his majesty's coronation celebrated in, 286. — address of to Mr. Pitt, 478. — Mr. Pitt's answer, 480. — merchants and traders of, address of, 289. — Woman, the character of a mighty good sort of a, 12.

E.

WAR, history of the present, 533. — Triple marriage, account of, 214. — Train oil, procured for elucidating, 414.

F.


G.

POLITICAL MARRIAGES, 12.

H.

YOURKE General, speech of to the States General, 111. — the States answer, 128. — Duke of Marlborough's address to, 483. — address, Mr. Pitt's answer to, 473. — Youth, the pleasures and follies of, unparisonable image, 17.
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Z.

ZALIMM and Selena, an Eastern tale, account of, 241.